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Sustainability Project Fund Application:  

 SHHS Sustainability & Waste Education 

 

Project Title: SHHS - Sustainability & Waste Education 

Budget Requested: 8,065.84$ (fund transfer) 

Applicant/Project Leader: Amelia Brinkerhoff & Simon Poitrimolt 

Contact Information:  

Name: Amelia Brinkerhoff                                    

Email: amelia.brinkerhoff@mail.mcgill.ca 

Daytime Phone: 514 701 2713 

Affiliation: Undergraduate Student & SHHS Employee 

Faculty/Unit: Student Housing and Hospitality Services (SHHS) 

Project theme(s): Waste, Education, Outreach 

Project Group: 

-Amelia Brinkerhoff, Student Sustainability Coordinator, SHHS 

-Simon Poitrimolt, Student Assistant in Energy Management and Sustainability, SHHS 

-Oliver De Volpi, Executive Chef of Residence Dining Halls, SHHS 

-David Balcombe, Associate Director, SHHS  

I.  Project Overview 

 Project summary:  

 Last year, a team from McGill’s sustainability community led by Lou-Anne Daoust-Filiatraut 

completed the first “Greenhouse Gas Audit” of McGill’s Cafeterias. Since then, there have been many 

steps in actualizing the project’s results & suggestions - including streamlining wasteful kitchen 

practices, engaging kitchen staff in conversations on sustainability, and most recently, updating the 

infrastructure of cafeterias to reflect sustainable improvements. All of these conclusions & suggestions 

are outlined in the project’s Action Plan. 

In an effort to limit their greenhouse gas emissions, McGill residences and cafeterias are taking 

actions to meet the provincially mandated 60% organic waste diversion rate. New eco-stations were 

installed in the four main dining halls over summer 2014, and the collection of organic waste in 

residences has been expanded to include post-consumer material in addition to pre-consumer 

compostable kitchen waste. The “Sustainability & Waste Education Campaign” organizes McGill 

students to work as educators across all McGill Residence cafeterias during the first 3 weeks of school, 

and potentially throughout the year. Critical to the success of this new compost endeavor is this 

complementary educational component - teaching students and diners how to responsibly manage 

their food waste, to emphasize the importance of composting & recycling, and to do so in an 

approachable and friendly manner.  A tremendous amount of effort has led to this eco-station 

organization – from the 401 Student Research Group that focused on the future of compost at McGill, 

from Compost Montreal, McGill’s kitchen staff, and dedicated students and professors, and it is for all 

of these key players that it is so imperative to complete the project with an educational and 

communicative component that ensures it’s success. 

In addition to the eco-stations that will be present in the four cafeterias, an organic waste 

collection program has been implemented for apartment-style residences and MORE houses, and a 

voluntary compost bucket program will be available for dorm-style Residences. Not all students 

currently have access to composting bins, which negatively impacts waste sorting behaviors and 
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participation rates. Students living in all Residences will be able to sign up for the complementary 

program mid-September, and will be asked to sign a simple contract stating that they are responsible 

for emptying their bin into common compost spots.  Compost pick-ups are organized and funded by 

SHHS.  

 There is remaining funding from the greenhouse gas audit completed last year, and we are 

applying to be able to use that capital to see the end of the project through. In the event that the 

contamination rates become problematic later in the year, we would seek additional funding to support 

more educational teams, and therefore we do suggest that the full amount of remaining funds be 

transferred to this campaign’s budget. Former Project Leader Lou-Anne explains the remaining project 

funds  - “There was money left over in the fund because we finished earlier than anticipated, and I 

ended up piecing together the final report on my own, as it was organizationally more simple. I created 

an Action Plan to list the objectives needed to be addressed. Our eventual plan was to use the 

remaining funds to begin checking off these objectives and initiating the implementation phase. I do not 

believe that the funds were overestimated, because the original intention was to use them to follow up 

on the Action Plan. I did speak to Lilith about this and was under the impression that this would work 

and would allow other students to be involved in the process.”  

This project aims to provide a strong communicative and educational component to the 

impressive work already completed by McGill students, and to further institutionalize this progress. 

Giving educational support to these initiatives will make them more likely to succeed in the long-term, 

and will make the issue of waste management more relevant for all students at McGill. 

 

Project eligibility: 

We have learned countless times that without education and communication to support 

changes in sustainability on campus, a project will not meet its highest potential. When infrastructural 

changes are supported by education and communication, the community at large learns together, 

knowledge and understanding of sustainability are increased, and changes gain institutional memory.  

This campaign would allow for waste management principles to be spread to all McGill 

Residence students and to the greater McGill community, regardless of their initial study field and 

interests. This is critical, as all students and citizens create waste & will need to become more conscious 

of this fact in the coming years.  Waste management and compost are primary areas of concern within 

McGill’s sustainability. We hope that in the next decade, McGill will be able to compost fully as a 

campus. This campaign would ensure that over 3,500 new McGill students and many more community-

members would have knowledge on composting and waste management. If waste management 

becomes a more significant aspect of their lives, it will become more instilled in their routine, and could 

be the integral step in making campus-wide compost services a success at McGill. 

 This SPF funding would allow this student-initiated project to be seen through from the initial 

concerns on waste and environmental impact in Residences, to the resulting improvements in 

infrastructure, to the crucial educational component that communicates these changes all over campus.  

 

Timeframe/Milestones:  

The success of this project will be re-assessed every few months and at the end of each 

semester, by consultation with students through Rez-Life, Environmental Residence Council and 

Compost Montreal. Results will be gaged through waste audits performed in the cafeterias and the 

residences at the end of the Fall 2014. Additionally, Compost Montreal is very familiar with the 

incoming compostable material, and will provide detailed weekly feedback on the quality and the 
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quantity of compostable material at any point in time. We will also be working with the TV screens 

dedicated to this purpose, which are located in dining halls and residences lobbies.  

At the end of September 2014, it is planned to begin meeting with McGill’s Rez Life, the newly 

formed ERC, and Compost Montreal to discuss the necessary steps to truly institutionalize this system 

for future years and evaluate the success of the compost educator positions. This may mean 

improvement of signage, additional training for floor fellows and hall directors to aid in facilitation, and 

coordination of waste education teams for the following years. 

 

Stakeholders: 

 This campaign will be directed by SHHS, and will also impact Residences, Rez-Life, Floor Fellows, 

Hall Directors, McGill students and SHHS kitchen staff.  

A stakeholder meeting was held on May 15th to inform all parties and discuss responsibilities 

and room for collaboration and communication. Meetings are on going with all of these key-players. 

The Floor Fellow Orientation, Hall Director Training, and Rez-Fest will all have components of 

sustainability worked into their schedules to properly communicate these ideas to everyone involved in 

residences. The role of Floor Fellows and Hall Directors in supporting the eco-stations is critical. Inside 

the dining halls, kitchen staff will also be affected by the project, as they are responsible for emptying 

and cleaning the bins of the sorting stations. They will be consulted and supported through the process, 

through Amelia Brinkerhoff & Oliver De Volpi. Compost Montreal is a key player in this project, and are 

in close contact about details. They are very happy to be involved in this endeavor. 

 

II. Project Implementation 

 Tasks and Responsibilities/Timeframe:  

  

Task Estimated Time 

Required 

Group Member in 

Charge 

Comments 

Hiring, Training & 

Scheduling of Waste 

Education Teams 

2 Weeks.  

Early August. 

Amelia 

Brinkerhoff 

Information Blurbs about the 

positions to be sent out in 

early August, Hiring for 

positions & Training in mid-

August. 

Floor Fellow & Hall 

Director Sustainability 

Training 

1-2 Days. 

Summer 2014. 

Amelia 

Brinkerhoff. 

Simon Poitrimolt. 

Planning concise & helpful 

sessions for all Floor Fellows - 

on compost, recycling & food 

(local, fair-trade, etc.). 

Rez-Fest Sus. Activities 1 Day Amelia 

Brinkerhoff 

Working with Samantha 

Goldberg to plan a component 

of the day dedicated to 

sustainability. 

Sustainability & Waste 

Education Teams 

3 hrs. /day for 3 

weeks, rotating 

through the 4 

locations 

Waste Education 

teams 

Teams are responsible for 

guiding students through eco-

stations, giving out eco-

clamshells, etc. 

Distribution of 2 days – mid/late Project leaders Launch of the voluntary 
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voluntary compost bins 

in residences 

September. compost system after 

students settle in. 

Waste Audits & 

Residence Community 

Consultations 

Both to be done 

periodically 

through Fall. 

Project leaders Simon to do the waste audits, 

Amelia to do consultations. 

  

III. Financials 

The funding would be required by the end of July 2014 so as to purchase the waste collections bins that 

will be distributed in the residences before the move-in of incoming first-year students.  

We are through this application asking for a transfer of remaining funds from the SPF application #90.  

Detailed expenses: 

Expense Description Estimated Cost 

Educators’ remuneration  6,315.84$ 

Waste collection bins 1,750.00$ 

  

Detailed revenues: 

Revenue Source Amount Requested Confirmed? 

Sustainability Projects Fund  8,065.84$ No 

  

IV. Additional information: 

 

Appendix 1 - Detailed budget 

 

 

We would be happy to provide any additional information that would help in reaching a decision.  

 

 


